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Welcome to the MFL department
If you have a desire to learn and experience the world around you then you will be

well suited to this course. The A Level qualification will provide you with a wealth of
knowledge and competency in French and Spanish for use in leisure or travel. It is not only an
opportunity to improve your language skills but knowledge of a language can enhance your
job prospect. The A levels qualification is taught by native speakers and learning a language is
always fun!

Speaking more than one language, even if only to A-Level, can open doors for both
study and work opportunities, and it’s seen as a valuable asset to many companies. Read on
to learn more about the benefits that studying a language at A-Level can bring you.

At The Warren School Over we have consistently maintained a 100% pass rate over
the past years.
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KS5 - Year 12 Course Content
For Year 12/AS the core topics are:

Theme 1 - Aspects of Hispanic society
Las múltiples formas familiares 
El ciberespacio y Las diferentes caras de Internet 
La igualdad de los derechos 

Theme 2 - Artistic culture
•Artistic culture in the Hispanic world

Literary texts and films
•‘Volver’ by Pedro Almodovar (film project)
•‘Las bicicletas son para el verano’ by Fernando Fernan Gomez (book project)
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KS5 - Year 13 Course Content
In the second year further aspects of the social background are covered, this
time focusing on matters associated with multiculturalism.
Theme 3 - Multiculturalism in Hispanic society
Theme 4 - Aspects of political life in the Hispanic world

For Year 13/A Level candidates must study the topics listed for AS plus a
book and a film. In Year 13 students also have the opportunity to do a research
project for their speaking paper on a subject or a key question which is of
interest to them and which relates to a country or countries where Spanish is
spoken.
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KS5 – Destinations 
Learning a language will bring you a wide range of skills and attributes.

Not only will you be able to communicate in another language but you will have
opportunities to improve communication and interpersonal skills, all of which
are highly sought after by employers and universities alike.

A qualification in GCE Spanish or French will offer you a range of
employment opportunities and not just in the traditional fields of teaching,
tourism, government and marketing. An A level certificate in Languages will also
benefit you in areas such as financial services, IT, journalism and engineering.
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Subject Specific Useful Links
Text books

AQA A-level Spanish (includes AS) – Hodder education
AQA A-level Spanish Year 1 and AS (OUP)
AQA A-level Spanish Year 2 (OUP)

Other
https://neiljones.org/category/spanish-ks5/ (Variety of resources)

https://www.practicaespanol.com/
http://spanishandumbrellas.com/

https://quizlet.com/en-gb
http://radiolingua.com/

https://elpais.com/ (news)

Any Questions? 
Email: Office@thewarrenschool.net

https://www.thewarrenschool.net/the-sixth-form/the-sixth-form-phase/welcome-to-the-sixth-form/
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https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/textbooks/sample/as-and-a-level-spanish/AQA-7691-7692-HODDER-SAMPLE.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/textbooks/sample/as-and-a-level-spanish/AQA-7691-7692-OUP-SAMPLE-Y1.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/textbooks/sample/as-and-a-level-spanish/AQA-7692-OUP-SAMPLE-Y2.PDF
https://neiljones.org/category/spanish-ks5/
https://www.practicaespanol.com/
http://spanishandumbrellas.com/
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
http://radiolingua.com/
https://elpais.com/
mailto:Office@thewarrenschool.net
https://www.thewarrenschool.net/the-sixth-form/the-sixth-form-phase/welcome-to-the-sixth-form/
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